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Is she still ‘the legendary Jewish mother’?
a comparative look at Golda Meir’s and Tzipi Livni’s
election campaign coverage in the Israeli press
Gilad Greenwald and Sam Lehman-Wilzig

School of Communication, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel

ABSTRACT
In an attempt to demonstrate how historical changes in public opinion concern-
ing women in politics might be reflected in the media, this article offers an
examination of Golda Meir’s 1969 election campaign coverage in the Israeli
press compared to Tzipi Livni’s in 2009. Through a gender-focused content
analysis of 878 news items, we show how, despite the scholarly argument
regarding a ‘gender-blind’ socio-historical attitude towards Meir, the Israeli
media discourse did in fact strongly emphasise gender-oriented elements while
covering her 1969 candidacy. However, the historical comparison also shows that,
with the passage of time, the Israeli press was significantly affected by political
personalisation trends, as well as by a growing influence of more conservative
voices, and as a result became far more gender-centred and stereotypical in
Livni’s case.

KEYWORDS Election campaigns; gender press bias; female/women politicians; Golda Meir; historical
comparison; media framing; Tzipi Livni; Israel

One of the most familiar and popular conceptions concerning Golda Meir’s
leadership is that the references to her gender were minor and negligible. Some
scholars tend to describe her career in general, and her term as the Prime
Minister of Israel in particular, as ‘gender-blind’ or ‘exception to the rule’: that
is, similar to the cases of Indira Gandhi in India or Benazir Bhutto in Pakistan,
her appointment did not lead to a wider discussion of the general ‘gender gap’
or to significant ramifications for the status of women in Israel.1

Moreover, some scholars argued that Meir herself was alienated from
feminism and women’s rights. For example, Dafna Izraeli suggested that
Meir played a role in undermining the struggle for equality in the women’s
Labour movement in the Jewish community of Palestine;2 Hanna Herzog
described Meir as ‘an appointment of the male leadership of the Labor
party’: she used to define the interest of the party, the Histadrut and the
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state as broader and more important than women’s interests,3 and during
her five-year term as Prime Minister, no female ministers were nominated.4

Despite Meir’s ascension to positions of power in Israeli politics
(Minister of Labour, and in 1956 one of the first and only women in
the West to become Foreign Minister), she generally did not push for
gender equality. However, Meir did in fact promote social benefits for
women, such as paid maternity leave, and believed that ‘gender equal-
ity will come with time’.5 In the context of Meir’s term as Israel’s
Prime Minister, Lahav suggested that due to the public grief and anger
resulting from the 1973 Yom Kippur war, a more negative gender-
related attitude towards Meir had developed, in a frequent association
of her with the nickname ‘nasty old woman’.

Zvi Triger described a more ‘reluctant but complicated’ relationship
between Meir and feminism.6 On the one hand, Triger agreed with
Herzog that ‘Meir aligned herself politically with men rather than with
women, and failed to identify the ideological bias . . . in Zionism, that
the struggle for women’s rights is contradictory to the Zionist nation
building project’. On the other hand, the author stated that feminism
was very prominent in many aspects of Meir’s own personal life, and
that the ambivalent attitude Meir developed towards feminism was
a result of the social demand of women to cover their ‘femininity’ in
order to more easily take part in the public sphere.

In this study, we suggest that two significant historical mechanisms
should be taken into consideration when analysing Meir’s career in
general, and her term as Israel’s Prime Minister in particular, through
a gender-oriented perspective. One is the more collective characteristic
of Israeli society and politics during the 1960s and 1970s that may
have rendered Meir’s individual gender less relevant in the context of
Israel’s public and political discourses; the second is the seemingly
more gender-egalitarian approach of early Zionist myth, and concomi-
tantly the more ‘marginal’ role of conservative and religious voices
compared to contemporary Israeli society. These social and political
trends will be briefly reviewed in the next section. In addition, in order
to theoretically analyse the possible historical change in the Israeli
press’s discourse concerning women in politics, the third section will
offer a general survey of female politicians’ media coverage.

Women’s rights and political personalisation trends in Israel

Originally, the early Zionist myth described women as equal to men in
a variety of fields: from the gender-egalitarian ideology of the Kibbutz,
through the early suffrage of Hebrew women in 1926 (prior to the formal
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foundation of the State of Israel in 1948), and up to the appointment of
a female Israeli Prime Minister in 1969. However, these early achievements
were somewhat misleading as they created the illusion that gender issues in
Israeli society were ‘non-issues’, thus aborting future significant feminist
activity and achievements, and enabling more conservative voices later on
to shape the Israeli public sphere on this issue.7

Such conservative voices had become greatly strengthened by the early
1990s, with Israeli politics being increasingly influenced by religion:
strengthening of the ultra-Orthodox Jewish parties; the fact that more and
more Israelis described themselves as ‘religious’; the growing force of
religion in some of Israel’s bureaucratic institutions; and the more promi-
nent linkage between religion and nationalism in Israel.8 These recent
‘religionisation processes’ in Israel may have also undermined the status
of women in the country: in terms of gender and political representation,
significant numbers of Israelis experienced an inherent religious dilemma in
being represented by a woman.9

Paralleling these trends, individualism (as a social value) replaced the
traditional sense of collectivity and community in many western
countries,10 among them Israel. Individualisation trends in societies and
political systems throughout the world are often attributed to the interna-
tional expansion of western cultural imperialism, or ‘Americanisation’.11 In
the Israeli case, scholars such as Moaz Azaryahu described a significant and
extended transformation – from a collective/social ethos to a far more
individual one, a fact also reflected in the basic features of the Israeli
political system.12 The most prominent example: the disastrous direct/
personal prime ministerial voting system enacted in Israel (1996–2001)
that led to further factionalisation of the party system, following 48 years
of a full parliamentary/indirect voting system that enabled a system of two-
party (with satellite parties) dominance.13

In a pioneering study, Gideon Rahat and Tamir Sheafer showed how
the Israeli media also changed as a result of institutional and beha-
vioural personalisation processes within Israeli society, increasingly
focusing on candidates for office and less on party lists.14 For example,
whereas in the 1949 election campaign only 20% of media items in the
Israeli press focused on candidates as individuals, in the 2003 elections
62% did so.

As a result, the modern political sphere is much more personal, tending
to concentrate on politicians’ character traits as individuals, rather than on
their ideology or the partisan forces surrounding them. According to Einat
Gedalya, Hanna Herzog and Michal Shamir,15 this can lead to strong
‘genderification’ of politics, as the public today tends to emphasise
women politicians’ gender, instead of their agendas, abilities and the quality
of their parties’ lists. Similarly, Miki C. Kittilson and Kim Fridkin’s study
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predicted that in comparison to collective/tribal communities, highly indi-
vidual-centred societies tend to encourage and magnify gender differences
in public opinion regarding politicians and political candidates.16

The role of the mass media in constructing gender stereotypes
regarding women politicians

According to James Carey’s ‘cultural approach to communication’,17 the mass
media are not only a means to transfer information, but also (perhaps mainly)
constitute a cultural ritual. Therefore, we should comprehend phenomena
such as news reading less as sending or gaining new information and more
as attending mass: a situation in which nothing new is learned, but a particular
cultural view of the world is portrayed and confirmed. ‘Media framing’ is one
of the most common ways in which journalists can both reflect and reinforce
broader social norms and agendas. Framing is an interpretative schema,
enabling media consumers to more easily identify, tag, process information
and store new knowledge. We can relate to media framing as a ‘socio-cultural
package’ that turns episodic reports into general, thematic ways of thinking,
concerning individuals, events, social conceptions and social groups.18

As media frames tend to reflect common social norms and positions, and
as the patriarchal ideology is still firmly established worldwide, it is clear
why such a large body of research has found consistent gender bias in the
media. Irrelevant and stereotypical media framing of women has troubled
many scholars throughout the years: some found that the organisational
structure of media institutions heavily affects news production,19 and as
most editors are men, gender bias is inevitable.20 Others have argued that
the media symbolically annihilate women from the public agenda as a social
means for maintaining hegemonic social class status and power.21 Finally, it
was consistently demonstrated that the media tend to reduce women’s
diverse social behaviours to limited gender-oriented frames, focusing on
very specific themes, such as sexuality and appearance,22 motherhood and
housework,23 and sentimentality and weakness.24

Several media studies have concluded that gender bias occurs – often
even more significantly – in the case of female politicians. Media visibility
of female politicians is usually much lower than their male opponents, and
they are generally portrayed within gender-stereotypical media frames. It
has been shown that through these specific frames and patterns of coverage,
the media portray female politicians in highly ‘characteristic’ fashion.
Furthermore, as voters often use the media to consolidate their prior
electoral positions, biased portrayal of female politicians can especially
reinforce gender stereotypes in general society.25

Sexuality and appearance are good examples of a consistent frame:
unlike male politicians’ coverage, in the case of women politicians the
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coverage tends to relate to clothing, footwear, fashion, style, makeup and
cosmetics. Occasionally, women politicians and public figures are portrayed
as sex objects, placed in mostly irrelevant contexts and described or eval-
uated through media frames of body image and beauty ideals.26

Women’s traditional roles as wives and mothers are also a major pattern.
Women politicians are socially comprehended as active in both family-
oriented and public arenas, thus the media tend to strongly emphasise their
personal relationships and ability to function in their private sphere.27

Furthermore, women politicians’ choice of public life and politics is fre-
quently framed by the media as ‘damaging to femininity’ or a betrayal of
their ‘natural’ – that is, more ‘sentimental’ – social role.28

Associating ‘feminine issues’ with women politicians is another theme.
When evaluating candidates for office, voters consider their ability to
handle political issues. Differentiating between ‘feminine issues’ and ‘mas-
culine issues’ is a traditional social practice suggesting that women are more
likely to align with issues that stereotypically match their compassionate
and family-oriented role in society, such as healthcare, education, women’s
rights, environment and social welfare. Men, on the other hand, are tradi-
tionally perceived as financial breadwinners and protectors. Therefore,
issues such as the military, defence, crime and the economy are defined
socially to be ‘masculine issues’.29 Such gender ‘issue ownership’ is reflected
in the media, labelling women with issues that are generally considered ‘less
crucial’ for society’s functioning.30

In addition, women politicians are often ascribed gender-novelty and
norm-breaking attributes. Novelty labels are media frames that categorise
events or people as ‘historic’, ‘new’ or ‘different’. Women politicians and
leaders are by definition norm-breakers in many countries, and this fact
might encourage journalists to describe them, positively or negatively, as
pioneers.31

Finally, studies have found that the media’s reflection of social gender
divisions extends to character traits. Women politicians are usually asso-
ciated with ‘feminine’ character traits, such as compassion, passiveness,
silliness, emotionality, honesty, altruism and congeniality. Men, on the
other hand, are usually associated with ‘masculine’ traits, such as strength,
assertiveness, aggressiveness, independence and confidence.32 As already
mentioned, this kind of media stereotype and gender dichotomy can affect
voters’ assessments of political leaders, and, in this case, reinforce the idea
that women are inexperienced, unqualified, less decisive and are ‘not tough
enough’ to lead or even to win an election campaign.33

Nonetheless, contemporary scholarly literature has mainly focused on
describing women politicians’ media image during specific historical peri-
ods. However, it is no less necessary to examine and compare different
historical political campaigns in order to locate the theoretical mechanisms
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and developments behind possible change or progress in media content.
For instance, Caroline Heldman found that over time the American media
actually became more gender-biased (more sexist, in particular) regarding
media portrayals of women candidates for executive office.34 In Israel, on
the other hand, Nava Cohen-Avigdor studied and compared Israeli media
coverage of women parliament members during three election campaigns:
1959, 1977 and 1996.35 She concluded that the Israeli media had become
more gender-balanced and less stereotypical over time. This pioneering
study, though, merely described the historical gender-oriented changes in
the Israeli media geared to women: it did not attempt to demonstrate and
discuss the way in which wider socio-historical mechanisms and develop-
ments, such as social and religious changes in Israel and recent personalisa-
tion trends in the Israeli politics, might be reflected in Israeli women
politicians’ media coverage.

Lastly, the empirical situation up to Livni’s candidacy in 2009 did not enable
scholars to historically study and compare Meir’s coverage with a more recent
female leader of a major party in Israel, who was an electorally realistic candidate
for the office of Israeli PrimeMinister. Such a comparison could indicate changes
in the Israeli public discourse towards the idea of women in leadership positions,
as well as shed new light on the scholarly argument regarding the socio-historical
‘gender-blind’ attitude towards Meir. In this context, it is also important to
mention Greenwald’s 2018 study, which found a deep gender bias in Meir's
press coverage during her term as Prime Minister. This qualitative/descriptive
study strengthens the necessity for a more quantitative/comparative look at her
historical media coverage.

The current study

This article’s objective is to demonstrate whether, to what extent and howmedia
coverage of womenpoliticians is historically relative and contextual.We focus on
the specific theme ofwomen candidates for top political positions during election
campaigns in Israel – first, because gender stereotypes are even stronger in the
case of high political positions due to the great national importance people
attribute to them;36 and second, it is particularly important to analyse women
politicians’ coverage during political campaigns when people tend to use the
media as a professional source of information in order to establish their electoral
opinions.37

The Israeli case enables us to check specific socio-historical trends, as already
noted: Israeli society in general, and its media specifically, have become more
individual-oriented (i.e. less collective), and in several ways also more open to
religious and conservative influences.

Research question: Have news frames of women running for top political
positions in Israel become more progressive and less stereotypical over time?
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Research hypothesis: With the passage of time, the Israeli press will become
more individual-centred in covering women politicians, and as a result more
gender-biased in categories such as ‘family labels’, ‘feminine traits’ and ‘novelty
labels’.

Research design: News coverage of women candidates in two Israeli news-
papers, elite and popular press, was analysed during the 1969 and 2009 Israeli
‘mixed-gender’ political campaigns. The candidates for office were:

● Former Israeli PrimeMinister GoldaMeir who was considered, as the head
of the Labour party, to be the central candidate for the office of Prime
Minister of Israel in the general elections held in October 1969.
Meir (1898–1978), often described as ‘the first female Prime Minister in
the West’ and the only woman to be elected to the highest position in
Israeli politics, reached the office of Prime Minister after a long career as
part of the Zionist movement, mainly in social and foreign affairs legisla-
tion. Historically, Meir attracted much attention from American femin-
ism; she was adopted as a strong and opinionated woman, and the story of
her life was portrayed in various scholarly articles, biographies, a 1982 TV
series and even a 2003 Broadway play.38

● Former Israeli Foreign Minister and Deputy Prime Minister Tzipi Livni,
whowas considered, as the head of the ‘Kadima’Centre party, to be amajor
candidate for the office of Prime Minister of Israel in the general elections
held in February 2009.
Livni (born in 1958) ran for the office of Prime Minister of Israel after
a short career in the Israeli Mossad (1980–1984). She served as a Knesset
member for 10 years (representing the Likud and Kadima parties), and had
an eight-year ministerial career, including as Israel’s Foreign Affairs
Minister and Deputy Prime Minister.39 Livni is often considered to be
‘themost powerfulwoman in Israel sinceGoldaMeir’,40 and shewas ranked
several times as one of the ‘100 most powerful women in the world’.41

These two case studies were selected as they constitute discrete (and almost
exclusive) historic examples of women running for the highest leadership posi-
tion in Israel. Meir’s and Livni’s cases have been analysed in previous studies, but
this time we wish to longitudinally compare the two cases from an additional
theoretical perspective. Using the same method in analysing the two cases can
highlight specific historical elements in media framing of women candidates for
top political positions – possibly indicating the importance of social processes
and changes underlying women leaders’media portrayals.

In addition, we also want to empirically challenge and more deeply relate to
Meir’s career from a gender-oriented perspective. This can be achieved by
historically analysing and comparing her case in order to demonstrate how
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different characteristics of past andpresent Israeli society affected theway shewas
(and still is) perceived (in our case, presented in the media).

To ensure a sufficient and comprehensive analysis, two newspapers were
selected: the elite newspaper Haaretz and the mass-popular Yediot Ahronot.
From the 1970s until 2010, Yediot Ahronot was the largest-circulation
newspaper in Israel (today it is a close second). Haaretz has a much smaller
readership (about 7.5% daily in 2009), but it is the only real example of an
elite daily newspaper in Israel.42 We focused on these two specific papers
for several reasons. First, both papers represent the two main different types
of journalistic work (popular vs. elite press),43 thus providing a varied
media sample. Second, to keep methodological uniformity: both Haaretz
and Yediot Ahronot were prominent ‘mainstream’ news sources in Israel
during both periods analysed in the study (Davar newspaper, for example,
was a very important media source during Meir’s era, but it no longer
existed in 2009). Third and finally, the press was the main medium in Israel
during the 1969 elections. Television was still very ‘young’ (only ‘one year
old’), with a much smaller audience.

The study performed content analysis of Haaretz and Yediot Ahronot
coverage of Golda Meir’s 1969 campaign, and compared that to their
coverage of Tzipi Livni’s 2009 campaign – in both cases, over the last
three months of the candidacy.

News items were selected using a keyword search of the two candidates’
full names during the respective periods. The final sample consisted of 878
news items (including all reports, articles, interviews, editorial and indivi-
dual columns, photos and caricatures): 188 for Meir’s coverage and 690 for
Livni’s.

Each news item was analysed and coded as an individual unit with
presence (= 1) or absence (= 0) of gender-oriented news frames, surveyed
in this study’s literature review. The nine frames were:

● Appearance (including references to the candidate’s weight, age and
appearance);

● Sexuality (including any kind of sexual innuendos);
● Family-oriented labels (such as ‘wife’, ‘mother’, ‘sister’ and ‘husband’);
● Feminine character traits (such as compassion, emotionality, honesty,
altruism, passiveness, humanity, hysteria, silliness and congeniality);

● Masculinity (including references to ‘masculine traits’, such as ‘tough’,
‘strong’ and ‘aggressive’ and references to ‘absence of femininity’);

● Feminine issues (such as healthcare, education, environment and social
welfare) in the context of the candidate’s gender (for example, ‘as
a mother, she is required to deal with our children’s education’) or
undermining the politician’s ability to deal with masculine issues (such
as military, defence, crime and the economy);
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● Novelty labels (such as ‘first’, ‘new’, ‘historic’);
● Undermining the politician’s experience, qualification or electability
(for example, words such as ‘amateur’, ‘beginner’, ‘unqualified’);

● Emphasising the politician’s activity in the context of women’s rights
(including references to the candidate’s feminist views or activities).

Inter-coder reliability was assessed with approximately 47% of the final
sample (n = 413) by two coders. Inter-coder reliability coefficients (using
Scott’s π) ranged from π = 0.72, for family-oriented labels, to π = 0.94, for
novelty labels.

Findings

Differences between Meir’s and Livni’s cases were demonstrated by summing
the final numbers and percentage of news items with gender-oriented frames,
and then dividing the papers according to election year. Table 1 presents
a comparison between Meir’s 1969 and Livni’s 2009 campaign coverage.

As noted above, we hypothesised that in light of individualisation pro-
cesses in Israel’s public and political sphere, and because of a possible grow-
ing social role of conservative voices in Israel over time, the Israeli press
would also reflect these historical trends: that is, it would become more
‘personal’ and gender-biased in covering women politicians in categories
such as ‘family labels’, ‘feminine traits’ and ‘novelty labels’. To test this,
a logistic regression was run. The results were very clear: in five out of the
nine categories, Livni’s campaign coverage was significantly more gender-
biased than Meir’s. The most significant differences (p < 0.01.) between the

Table 1. News Items with Gender-Oriented Frames (Number and Percentage): Meir's
1969 Campaign Coverage Compared to Livni's 2009.

Gender news frame Livni's coverage Meir's coverage

Appearance 38 (5.5%) 9 (4.8%)
Sexuality 13 (1.8%) 3 (1.6%)

Masculinity 23 (3.3%) 1 (1.0%)
Family Labels 45 (6.5%) 22 (11.7%)*

Feminine Traits 88 (12.7%)** 5 (2.6%)
Feminine Issues 44 (6.3%)* 3 (1.6%)

Novelty Labels 70 (10.1%)** 4 (2.1%)
Experience/ Qualification 107 (15.5%)** 3 (1.6%)
Feminist Activity 28 (4.0%)* 3 (1.6%)

For Meir's coverage, N = 188.
For Livni's coverage, N = 690.
Significant differences, as indicated by logistic regression:
*p < .05. **p < .01. (Marked beside the higher result).
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two cases were in the categories of: ‘feminine traits’, ‘novelty labels’ and ‘lack
of experience and qualification for leadership’.

Concerning feminine traits, the Israeli press showed a much stronger
tendency to portray Livni as a naïve, childish, stressed and dependent
politician, with common repetitive descriptions such as ‘hysterical’, ‘hollow’
and ‘passive’. In addition, Livni was commonly portrayed as a ‘puppet’ of
her crew of advisors, as these quotes from Haaretz attest: ‘She says whatever
her advisors tell her to say’ (news item 7); ‘Spin doctors are pushing an
image without any essence’ (news item 24). In Meir’s case, this tendency
was far less prominent, and mostly related to her ‘humanity’, rather than to
her ‘weakness’ or ‘passiveness’. For example, in these sentences from
Haaretz: ‘She is very humane’ (news item 79); ‘She is capable of showing
warmth and compassion’ (news item 85).

In the category of novelty labels, the Israeli papers systematically framed
Livni as a ‘pioneer’, with common phrases such as: ‘first’, ‘historic’ and
‘norm breaking’ – something even more blatant than the numbers them-
selves, given that Meir was the ‘first’ to ‘break norms’ in this regard.
Additionally, sentences from Yediot Ahronot such as, ‘Eli Yishai44 is con-
cerned with the possibility of a female prime minister’ (news item 19);
‘SHAS is not ready for a female prime minister’ (news item 17); and ‘There
is a concern that her campaign posters will be vandalised in the ultra-
Orthodox neighborhoods’ (news item 22), show the deep religious influence
on Livni’s ‘norm breaking’ media portrayal. Figure 1a, for instance, shows
a photograph of Livni’s vandalised picture taken in Jerusalem (from Yediot
Ahronot, 2 February 2009), published with the caption: ‘when it is out-
rageous, I kick back’, indicating how the religious objection to Livni’s
candidacy assisted the press in identifying and framing her with the attri-
butes of novelty and norm breaking.

In Meir’s case, again, the tendency was much weaker, and no reports of
any religious considerations regarding her candidacy were found.45 Most
references to Meir in the context of novelty labels related to the fact that she
is a female prime minister, but did not elaborate the discussion concerning
this phenomenon, or try to more deeply explain it or its implications. For
example: ‘She is a woman prime minister in a government of men’
(Haaretz, news item 11).

Despite significant experience as Israel’s Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister, Livni’s press coverage also showed a strong tendency to
portray her as an inexperienced and unqualified leader and politician, with
repetitive phrases such as ‘amateur’, ‘unqualified’ and ‘unsuitable’. For
example, in these quotes from Yediot Ahronot: ‘She does not have any
experience in anything’ (news item 67); ‘She is like a high-school girl,
going out for an activity outside her school’ (news item 126). This category
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was also far less significant in Meir’s case, and there was almost no ques-
tioning her (lack of) experience.

On the other hand, contradicting the study’s hypothesis, in the category
of family labels, Meir’s case demonstrated a more consistent gender-
stereotyped coverage than Livni’s (p < 0.05). However, most family labels
in this case did not refer to Meir’s personal family life or to her so-called
traditional ‘feminine’ family-oriented role, but originated from repetitive
‘collective images and metaphors’. Those were very prominent in the con-
text of Meir’s successful visit to the United States and her meetings with
President Nixon in the White House in September 1969, an issue that

Figure 1a. Yedioth Ahronoth, February 2, 2009.
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seemed to significantly assist her during her campaign. For example, from
Haaretz: ‘The average American knows that Mrs. Meir is very good on the
personal level . . . she is compassionate just like the legendary Jewish
mother’ (news item 85); ‘She is the mother of the Jewish people’ (news
item 97). In Livni’s case, most expressions did in fact relate to her more
‘personal’ family sphere and ‘feminine’ roles as a wife and a mother. For
example, from Yediot Ahronot: ‘Why doesn’t she tell us about her soldier
son?’ (news item 42); from Haaretz: ‘She doesn’t have any reliable partners,
other than her husband’ (news item 64).

Finally, alongside these differences, and despite a gap of 40 years between
the two cases, a significant similarity regarding the two politicians’ press
coverage in the category of ‘family labels’ was found in number of carica-
tures, framing both of them with the more ‘traditional’ feminine role. For
example, Figures 2–5 from Haaretz show the two leaders in their house or
kitchen (‘private sphere’), cooking, sewing and serving food.

Figure 1b shows the general percentage of gender-biased news items out
of all the news items that were collected and analysed in Meir’s and Livni’s
cases. This presumes that using any kind of gender-oriented frame in
women leaders’ media coverage could gender-frame the news item/article
as a whole, and reinforce gender divisions and stereotypes concerning
women politicians. The Israeli press was highly gender-biased in covering
the two leaders; however, in Livni’s case the press was significantly more
stereotypical: 37% of news items in her case included gender-oriented
elements, compared to only 28% in Meir’s case.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Meir's coverage

Livni's coverage

Figure 1b. Percentage of News Items with any Gender-Oriented Frame: Meir’s 1969
Campaign Coverage Compared to Livni’s 2009.
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Figure 2. Haaretz: July 30, 1969.
Source: From the Ze'ev collection, the Israeli Museum of Caricature and Comics.
Published courtesy of Ze'ev's daughters, Dorit and Naomi.

Figure 3. Haaretz: September 24, 1969.
Source: From the Ze'ev collection, the Israeli Museum of Caricature and Comics.
Published courtesy of Ze'ev's daughters, Dorit and Naomi.
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Discussion

First and foremost, similar to Rahat’s and Sheafer’s 2007 findings,46 the
historical comparison between press coverage ofMeir’s and Livni’s candidacies

Figure 5. Haaretz: October 31, 2008.
Source: Cartoon by Eran Wolkovsky. Haaretz Daily Newspaper Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

Figure 4. Haaretz: December 14, 2008.
Source: Cartoon by Eran Wolkovsky. Haaretz Daily Newspaper Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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demonstrates the extensive political personalisation process in Israeli society.
While Livni’s name was mentioned 690 times during her 2009 campaign
coverage, 40 years earlier Meir’s name was mentioned only 188 times: strong
evidence of a much deeper orientation regarding parties and ideologies during
the 1960s, compared to the 2000s, when the Israeli media’s tendency was to
provide more coverage of candidates as individuals.47

Naturally, when media discourse focuses on political candidates rather
than on partisan and institutional elements, the whole framing process
becomes more personal, and therefore tends to focus on the candidates’
gender as well;48 This was also true in our case: not only did the press
significantly concentrate on Livni as a political leader (and less on her
party’s list and/or agenda), but also compared to Meir’s case, the papers
were far more gender-centred while covering her candidacy, and as a result
stereotypical. In a sense, these findings contradict Cohen-Avigdor’s 2000
study,49 which found progress in Israeli press coverage of women parlia-
ment members. There are two possible explanations for this: parliamentary
positions are by definition more collective and less personal (being part of
a party, etc.); and the media she analysed were all women’s magazines that
would naturally portray women politicians in a positive light.

Results were highly paradoxical in the category of ‘novelty labels’, where
Livni’s coverage in 2009 framed the phenomenon of women in leadership
positions in far more ‘eccentric’ terms compared to 1969. First, as argued,
Livni’s coverage showed deep religious references, mainly because of the
low probability of her forming a coalition with Jewish ultra-Orthodox
parties and the religious resistance to publishing her campaign photos. As
stated before, in Meir’s 1969 case no religious influences were found,
reinforcing the assumption regarding the more ‘conservative’ characteristics
of current Israeli society, compared to early Zionist myth,50 as well as
scholars’ descriptions51 of a growing religious influence in Israel as of the
early 1990s.

In other words, in representing public opinion,52 gender-political equal-
ity in Israeli media discourse had not changed for the better – and, at least
in this respect, became even more distanced from original Zionist values
and norms. It is important to mention, however, that in this matter the
Israeli media reflected – but did not construct – the socio-religious antag-
onism; even if the media tend towards the ‘liberal’, they can still portray and
reflect major, socially conservative trends.

A highly significant caveat regarding this finding involves the ‘famous’
municipal religious resistance to Meir’s candidacy for the position of Tel
Aviv mayor in 1955, where Agudat Yisrael and Hapoel HaMizrahi refused to
support a woman for this position, and as a result Meir lost the campaign.53

However, at least on the national leadership level (which is the main focus of
the present study), Meir’s 1969 campaign did not suffer the same ‘conservative’
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obstacles as Livni did in 2009; and indeed, after the 1969 elections, the National
Religious Party (MAFDAL) joined Meir’s government.54

In addition, the press’s attitude towards Livni as a ‘pioneer’ reflected the
tendency of current Israeli media discourse to cover the news from
a personal standpoint, rather than from a collective perspective.55 This
was additional evidence that this kind of discourse tends to magnify
politicians’ gender (like any other personal characteristic), compared to
a collective/social discourse that is more gender-balanced, as in Meir’s case.

Differences in the categories of ‘feminine traits’ and ‘lack of experience and
qualification’ also deeply exemplify the negative effects of political personalisa-
tion processes on women politicians’ media image. In Livni’s case, the papers
frequently framed the candidate with ‘feminine traits’ (e.g. passive and depen-
dent). Personal character traits are perhaps the most important factor in the
public’s evaluation of political leaders.56 However, in a parliamentary system,
one would expect themedia to focus on the variety of party representatives and
their different character traits as a whole. The strong tendency to portray Livni
as a ‘puppet’ of her spokespersons and advisers not only reflected the common
conservative idea that women are passive, ‘do not have what it takes to lead’,
and necessarily needmen for decision-making,57 but also clearly demonstrated
the fact that unlike Meir, Livni was perceived as an individual leader rather
than as part of group of people seeking voters’ trust.

A similar tendency was shown in the discussion regarding the candidates’
‘lack of experience and qualification’. Although Meir was prime minister for
a period of six months before running again for office (and one cannot
discount the fact that this might have somehow ‘normalised’ her media cover-
age), Livni actually held seven different ministerial portfolios between 2001
and 2008 – including security experience for three years as Israel’s Foreign
Minister andDeputy PrimeMinister. Despite this, unlike inMeir’s case, Livni’s
experience and qualifications were consistently ridiculed. While in partisan
voting systems ‘experience’ may be understood as the skills and capabilities
shown by different representatives over time (this practice was reflected in
Meir’s case, for instance: ‘on security issues, she tends to consult Dayan’,
Haaretz, news item 79), here again we are faced with the fact that the more
personal the discourse, the more journalists refer to leaders’ experience as
individuals, and since the media generally tend to describe women politicians
as less experienced and qualified for leadership than men,58 in a personalised
political sphere they tend to strongly emphasise gender differences.

The category of ‘family labels’ can also demonstrate the transition from
a collective to an individual society, and the political-gender-oriented
ramifications in this context. While Meir was positively described as ‘the
mother of the Jewish people’, Livni was asked about her personal mother-
hood. Therefore, not only do differences in this media frame additionally
evidence the significant linguistic gaps between individual and socially
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centred discourses, but they also show once again that personal discourse
encourages gender-bias in the media.59

Finally, it was shown (and this was strongly emphasised in caricatures) that
the known tendency to identify Meir with ‘feminine’ traditional roles (maybe
one of the only examples of a historical gender-oriented discourse in Meir’s
context) was also dominant in her 1969 media portrayal. In his book, Yossi
Goldstein described Meir’s positive image as Prime Minister as ‘partly based
on . . . her ability to cook basic food . . . and to do the housework by herself’60

(in addition, of course, to the famous ‘Golda’s kitchen cabinet’). Yet our
findings suggest that this tendency was not exclusive or unique to Meir, but
was also valid in Livni’s case as a female leader – 40 years later (see for example
Figures 4–5). Thus, it can be said that Meir’s public image in this regard was
not necessarily related to her particular ‘personality’, but did in fact have
a more general and social, gender-oriented anchor.

Someminor caveats regarding themain conclusion should be noted. The first
is regarding Meir’s much lower personalised media coverage compared to
Livni’s. The former became Prime Minister (upon Eshkol’s death) through
a collective intra-party decision-making process, even though she was not the
only ‘natural’ successor to the deceased Prime Minister. On the other hand, as
Deputy PrimeMinister, Livni was a more natural heir to former PrimeMinister
Olmert (who was forced to resign under a criminal investigation). Thus, one
would expect Meir’s coverage to be less ‘individualised’, given the more intra-
party collective way in which she became her party’s substitute Prime Minister.

The second concerns the media portrayal of Livni in far more ‘feminine’
terminology than Meir. One has to take into account the fact that upon
running for office, Meir was significantly older than Livni; one can spec-
ulate that the media would focus far less on a woman in her early 70s,
compared to one in her early 50s, in a gender-related context. However,
even this shows how difficult it might be for any person (journalists
included) to overcome ingrained social prejudices, even if the surrounding
(western) zeitgeist has moved in a more gender-egalitarian direction.

Finally, a general point should be considered that reinforces this study’s
conclusion. Both Haaretz and Yediot Ahronot did not want the Likud to
win the election (each newspaper for somewhat different reasons). In such
a situation, the gender stereotyping of Livni is all the more surprising, given
that the polls consistently and clearly showed her Kadima party to be the
only real alternative to the Likud (and indeed, Kadima garnered 28 seats to
the Likud’s 27). Thus, despite these papers’ electoral predilection, gender
stereotyping was still quite pronounced. On the other hand, the fact that the
Israeli public gave Livni a popular vote ‘victory’ (Netanyahu formed the
government because Livni could not put together a coalition of 61 MKs),
might indicate that many Israeli citizens were not influenced by the media’s
gender stereotyping of Livni. Such a dichotomy between the Israeli public
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and its media (if indeed the dichotomy exists) is something worthy of
future study.

Conclusion

Overall, this article’s theoretical contribution is in showing that prominent
historical mechanisms and processes can greatly influence the way the
media reflect different phenomena; in our case – the social attitude towards
women running for top political positions.

Generally, we found that the Israeli press has become far more gender-
biased over time, at least in the two case studies analysed here, 40 years
apart. These media patterns were shown to be related to historical perso-
nalisation trends within Israeli society and politics: a much stronger por-
trayal of the candidate as an individual actor (traits, experience, novelty,
family labels), rather than an emphasis on partisan and institutional factors
that were very dominant in Israel during the late 1960s. It can be assumed
that social Americanisation processes in Israel, as well as the significant
change in the Israeli political system during the late 1990s and early 2000s
(moving from a full parliamentary system to direct prime ministerial vot-
ing, ultimately discarded), had a deep effect on the way Israelis and the
Israeli media portray and perceive politics, in this case leading them to a far
more gender-centred approach.

In addition, the scholarly argument regarding the mechanism of retro-
gression in the status of women in Israel, at least concerning religiosity, was
also clearly and strongly demonstrated in the Israeli media’s reflection of
the ultra-Orthodox attitude towards Livni’s candidacy, compared to the
absence of any religious considerations in Meir’s case (at least on the
national level, if not on the municipal one).

From an empirical point of view, this study shows that the tendency to
historically comprehend Meir’s gender as insignificant or irrelevant in the
context of her political career is inaccurate: the discourse regarding Meir’s
candidacy in the 1969 elections was not ‘gender-blind’, although it was
indeed more gender-balanced in terms of this study’s historical comparison.
As this finding was attributable to a more collective and possibly gender-
egalitarian approach during Meir’s era, we believe that these elements
should be taken into consideration when studying Meir’s career in the
future from a gender-related perspective.
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